ASSIGNMENT #1										Rachel Bolt

Self-Reflection & Interviews With Significant Others
SECTION 1:  Answer the interview guide questions yourself first (prior to conducting your interviews) - Include the questions and your responses to each here.

1. When you think about my general interpersonal skills, what are some adjectives or phrases that come to mind that are good descriptions?
	I believe I have great communication skills. I analyze any current situation I am in and approach it however I deem appropriate. Listening is another aspect that I believe I thrive in. I actively listen and participate in conversations while asking the necessary questions in order to problem solve. I'm loyal, committed, trustworthy and kind. 
	
2.What do you consider to be my greatest strengths in this regard? 	I consider my greatest strength to be my honesty. I have adopted the belief that even in the truth hurts, I would want to hear it anyway. Therefore, I do my best to be upfront even in the worst scenarios while still showing empathy. I truly believe this has allowed me to foster pure, reliable relationships. 

3. What do you consider to be my greatest weaknesses or areas for improvement?
	I have a few weaknesses, one of the greatest would have to be my impatience. I often get anxious about possible life uncertainties. This coincides with my inept attitude toward change. Even though I wake up every day telling 	myself not get mad at things I cannot control, I still get frustrated with some events I've experienced.  
4. Specific Behavioral Competencies (on a scale of 1 to 10 – 10 being highest):

	Ability to listen and convey empathy.  
	Rating: __8___  
	Comments: This is a skill I've practiced for a long time. In most situations I genuinely feel for an individual but I 	can also turn this quality off when necessary.

	Demonstrates compassion, consideration and caring for others. 
	Rating: __8___  		
	Comments: I enjoy relating to people and I've often found the tightest bonds have been formulated around the 	worst situations. Opening up to an individual and showing compassion is one of the best things to do to benefit, 	not only the individual, but yourself.  	
	Ability to understand and communicate effectively with people who see the world differently.  	
	Rating: __6___  
	Comments: Sometimes I am so stuck in a particular view that I often miss the main issue. This does not happen 	in my work environment as often as my home environment. I am able to keep my composure at work when no 		intense personal emotions exist. With the ones I'm closest to, I admit I can be stubborn and hardheaded. 

	Building trust and credibility.  
	Rating: __9___  
	Comments: I have always thought lying is a worthless act. Because of this, I have developed a reputation for 		being credible. Coworkers often come to me for advice and explanations and vice versa.  
	Skill at cultivating relationships.  
	Rating: __8___  
	Comments: Conversation has always come naturally and I enjoy learning about people. I believe everyone has his
	or her own story and it has never been dull hearing them. I do not judge, I enjoy getting to know people, their 		environment and characteristics even if I one day decide their friendship is not worth value.  
	Demonstrating an awareness of own style and how it affects others, and makes adjustments as 	necessary.  
	Rating: __7___  
	Comments: If this were broken into two categories I would score much higher at work than personal. I guess I 	have a profound sense of professionalism. I would say more towards a 9. I lowered it down to a 7 because I feel as 	though sometimes I'm selfish to those closest to me.  
	Developing and maintaining positive relationships with others.  
	Rating: __8___  
	Comments: If we share a bond, it is unbreakable.  
	Demonstrates flexibility and adaptability.  
	Rating: __7___  
	Comments: Sometimes I have a problem with things I can not control. It takes some time to adjust to change.  
	Works to build others' value with positive impact to all. 
	Rating: __9___  
	Comments: I often find that certain types of people motivate me so I try to do the same. I try to stay positive 	and  confidential. I enjoy watching my friends and coworkers grow and develop.  
	Self-knowledge and self-awareness.  
	Rating: __9___  
	Comments: I sometimes wonder if I'm too analytical about myself. I wonder how my actions and words affect 	other people. I wonder if and how I said something was the correct way or was it perceived wrong. 
	Ability to keep an open mind regarding controversial issues.  
	Rating: __7___  
	Comments: I'm admit I am one of those people who can end up walking away from a debate if it gets too 		pressured. I can be stubborn. 
	Ability to separate emotions from facts in conflict situations.   
	Rating: __9___  
	Comments: There are certain issues that are too difficult to separate but I think I succeed in handling most 		without emotions conflicting.  
	Resolving differences between people using persuasion, diplomacy and logic.  
	Rating: __8__ 
	Comments: This is one of the hardest parts of my life, especially at work. People are hard to control and guide.  	Learning and teaching styles vary so much. Although I do this well, it can still be an evolving challenge. 

	Effectively handles conflict, preserving good relations.  
	Rating: __8___ 
	Comments: I love to talk it out. I'm very conscious of what I'm saying at work, as I said before, I'm succeed in 	doing so in the workplace more so than my home environment.  
5. Have you observed any specific instances in which I have effectively adapted my behaviors in order to relate more effectively with others who have different personalities, cultural backgrounds, 	perspectives or beliefs?  Please elaborate. 
	At work I come across all different type of people. I come in contact with over 500 people on a daily basis. These individuals have a wide variety of backgrounds and personalities. I have learned to adapt to many of these people and now many of us have developed into friendly and sometimes even personal friendships.  
6. If you could suggest three things I could do to improve my interpersonal skills, what would they be? 	1. Assertiveness. There are occasions where I do not delegate enough and struggle with how to fix it. 
	2. Time Management. I keep a schedule and calendar but I go through phases of entering all my commitments, I 	need to show better dedication.  	3. Manage Stress. Sometimes I don't take the time to appreciate myself. In order to manage my stress I need to 	keep to my agenda and balance my time. Also, eating healthy and sleeping enough. 

 
SECTION 2:  
What did you learn about yourself as a result of this process? 	I learned that it's hard to evaluate yourself if you only look at it from one perspective. You can not possibly brain storm all possibilities by yourself and about yourself. To get a proper explanation of who you are and what values you hold, you must see through other peoples eyes and ask proper questions. I learned that people notice my kindness more than I do and I was highly complimented by that. This process makes me feel like I have done a lot to change positively and I am never going to be done changing. 
 Were there any surprising results from your interviews?  Explain?
	There were a few things that were very surprising when I was conducting the interviews. I thought it was interesting that my strongest qualities were so different from what Julie and Shaun considered my strongest quality. I considered honesty to be my most important strength. Shaun and Julie had a different opinion than mine but they coincided with one another. Kindness was Shaun's opinion and Julie said I was even-keeled, which I took as stable or consistent. I felt quite complimented that these attributes were considered my strongest by two close acquaintances. 
	Another thing I noticed while conducting these interviews is that my interviewees both respected me more for strengths in areas in which they were weak in. Shaun said he most respected me for being kind because he struggles with being kind to those he thinks do not deserve it. This is part of my daily work and its become part of my lifestyle which is something I find natural. It had to be brought to my attention in order for me to understand it's a strong part of my character.   What might you have done differently to obtain even better information regarding your own behavioral tendencies?
	I think the questions that were asked were relative to the information that the class requires. However, there were a few questions after I finished the interviews that I would have liked to know. In retrospect, there are always things that could have been done different or better. It wasn't until the interviews were complete that I started to formulate more questions and wished I thought about them prior to the interviews. I received a good amount of information but I could have gotten more specific by adding questions and more probes. After analyzing my finished interviews, I wanted to know what specific skill I have, and what skills I need to work on. I could have asked my interviewees what they envisioned me doing in the near future and five, ten years down the road. I could have asked questions regarding what career they picture me having and what they think makes me thrive. The people I interviewed know me very well and I think I could have dug a little bit deeper. Even though now that I'm looking back I am reconsidering my questions, I still don't define this realization as a mistake because these questions surfaced after the interview.
	Another thing I would have done a bit differently is allotted more time for my second interview. When interviewing my coworker Julie, we were only able to meet for a limited amount of time. Due to schedule restrictions we only were able to talk for about 30-45 minutes. Initially, I didn't think this was a problem, but I had to rush the questions a little bit at the end of the interview. Additionally, we decided to meet at the Starbucks where we both work. Something that I should have thought would have caused a problem but I suppose it slipped my mind. With a limited amount of time and consistent interruptions from our regulars it was quite a challenge to manage my time and keep focused on the questions. In order to help concentration, next time I would have a wider time frame or make sure I schedule the interview in a place with little or no interruptions.   How will you think differently, and what will you do differently, as a result of this assignment (self-monitoring, working on developing certain skills, etc.)? 

	I think Shaun made a great point about setting realistic expectations. I often expect people to do things as well as I do them and then when a task is not completed efficiently I get disappointed. Instead of feeling as though the task is failed, I need to take the opportunity to address it or just leave it alone and be satisfied anyway. Not everyone thinks like me so I can't assume that they understand my processes. 
	I think that I will also analyze my approach to coaching my coworkers. I'm not sure that Julie necessarily gave me the best advice on how to do this, but I think that I'll talk it over with my manager and see how she would approach certain situations. Whether the advice was something I'll apply or not doesn't matter because either way I needed to address that quality of myself. 
	 
SECTION 3: 
Interview # 1
Person Interviewed: Shaun Hollins
Interviewed By: Rachel Bolt
Relationship: Best friend/Boyfriend
Questions:

1. When you think about my general interpersonal skills, what are some adjectives or phrases that come to mind that are good descriptions?
		"Well, to start, you are caring, friendly…you have the ability to understand, ability to realize when you 		were wrong, which is much more difficult than the other one. Out of anyone I've ever known you are the 		most affectionate and honest person in my life. You treat people kind even when I want to rip off their 	
	heads. I trust you and somehow that makes me able to communicate with you. You've brought things to 		surface for me and you've never given up on me…"
	Do you think I've helped you? 
		" I think you help a lot of people. Well at least you try, I see you try. I hear about you trying. You always 		talk about how you have your little projects at work. That sounds weird…you have good intentions though." 
	Do you have an example?
 		"Oh man, I mean how you kept saying that one week you were trying to get Joe to move a little faster 			while he's on bar…Is that a good example?" 
	I remember that. I did get him to be quite a bit better. I do try to motivate people, is that what 		you're saying?
		" mmhmm…You definitely motivate. Miss Motivator. You don't succeed with everyone, you have with me 		though. There's a couple people at work that I've watched grow with you too. Julie and Joe, for sure. I 			mean you trained Dede (coworkers) and look how far she's come…plus these people love and admire you. 

2. What do you consider to be my greatest strengths in this regard? 		"Kindness. Even if people aren't kind to you, you can be kind." 
	Why do you consider this to be my greatest strength?
		"…because it something I cannot do. Depending on the situation, if someone wrongs me I usually can't 			leave the situation without them knowing it. You know me, you know how I am…I can't take any type of 		disrespect. You tell me all the time about terrible customers you have to deal with it all the time. I 			couldn't do it, so I respect you for it."	

3. What do you consider to be my greatest weaknesses or areas for improvement?	
		"Assume, jump to conclusions without analyzing all evidence. I think sometimes instead of realizing you're 		at home, with me, you are still in the work mode…or you're planning ahead. Sometimes I notice you trying 		to anticipate my next move. You are always thinking of what next and sometimes you forget about whats 		happening right now. Keeping an open mind is important, sometimes as much as you don't want to believe 		it, you don't have all the answers." 
4. Specific Behavioral Competencies (on a scale of 1 to 10 – 10 being highest):
	Ability to listen and convey empathy.  
	Rating: __8___  
	Comments: "Whenever we get into a disagreement, you want to talk about it. Even if I don't. You always want to 	understand where I'm coming from, what went wrong and how to fix it next time. Sometimes you can dig a little 	too hard, but I know it's all good intention."
	
	Demonstrates compassion, consideration and caring for others. 
	 Rating: __8___  
	Comments: "You're genuine, there's nothing else to it." 
	Ability to understand and communicate effectively with people who see the world differently.  
	Rating: ___7__  
	Comments: "Usually this is never a problem, but there are certain situations that things just kind of go over your 	head. I think that sometimes you are so set in your ways that you get a blinder on and fail to see the situation as 	it is. You make up you're mind before all the facts are on the table and then trying to change your mind…that's a 	challenge." 
	Building trust and credibility.  
	Rating: __8___ 
	Comments: "You maintain the relationships you have, but sometimes it's hard for you to really trust some 		people. It's not really a bad thing, it just true." 
	Skill at cultivating relationships.  
	Rating: __9___  
	Comments: "You want to hear every thing about every one. You have no problem approaching people and 	
	starting conversations. Even more importantly, you value those conversations and learn from them."  
	Demonstrating an awareness of own style and how it affects others, and makes adjustments as 	necessary.  
	Rating: __9___  
	Comments: "I've never seen this be a problem. You carry yourself very well." 
	Developing and maintaining positive relationships with others.  
	Rating: __9___  	
	Comments: "Sometimes I hate taking walks around town with you because I have to prepare that you're going to 	want and have to talk to everyone we walk by. You know everyone…people who know you deeper have known you 	forever. You care deeply about those you love and they return the favor, it's not often your relatives by blood but 	you will take anyone into your family circle."

	Demonstrates flexibility and adaptability.  
	Rating: __7___  
	Comments: "You can be stubborn, like I said before. You are sometimes set in your ways. I guess you could say 	you are more adaptable than flexible. You tend to adapt to the bigger things better than something small. If you 	think you can change an opinion, possible for your own benefit, you will try to change theirs instead of caving in." 
	
	Works to build others' value with positive impact to all.  
	Rating: __8___  
	Comments: "We mentioned your work projects. You love to improve that store."  
	Self-knowledge and self-awareness.  
	Rating: __8___  
	Comments: "You know how to present yourself. You are conscious of your actions. You are always looking to do 	better and be better.  
	Ability to keep an open mind regarding controversial issues.  
	Rating: __7___  
	Comments: "Once something is explained thoroughly to you, you understand and will admit mistake. However if 	you are extremely angry there is really no talking to you until we, you or I calm down." 
	Ability to separate emotions from facts in conflict situations.  
	 Rating: __8___  
	Comments: "I don't see you daily when you are working, but I can say that you are very nice to servers whenever 	we go out to eat. Plus, you know since we're cursed with bad service, this means a lot. Every time your food is 		messed up you kindly tell the waiter it's not there fault but it's not correct. Much better than I would do, that's why 	I let you handle them!" 
	Resolving differences between people using persuasion, diplomacy and logic. 
	 Rating: __8___ 
	Comments: "Another one that I think I would know more about if I worked with you or saw you working more 		often. Just like with waiters and waitresses, you are persuasive when you think you shouldn't pay for something 	and yet you're somehow kind at the same time. You're very good at getting what you want, but not in a bad, power 	trip type of way, but in a professional type of way."  
	Effectively handles conflict, preserving good relations.  
	Rating: __8___ 
	Comments: " With the few exceptions that I've witnessed, this is a gleaming quality of yours. You like to get to 	the nitty gritty details. You can't handle just trying to ignore something that is bugging you, so you have to resolve 	it to move on. It's seems like you need to resolve it to sleep at night and you want to resolve it because you think 	it helps other people sleep at night too. " 
5. Have you observed any specific instances in which I have effectively adapted my behaviors in order to relate more effectively with others who have different personalities, cultural backgrounds, perspectives or beliefs?  Please elaborate.  		"You get along with almost every person you come in contact with. If it is necessary to get the job done 	you will put your feelings aside. At your job, with your new manager you were very neutral with the whole thing. I 	never told you at the time, but i was really impressed. You could have complained like everyone else at your job 	but instead you kept the attitude to 'ride the wave' instead of getting swept away. I know you're under extra 
	stress at work and you've been handling it exceptionally well. I mean culturally, it's obvious…think about me and 	you. My family is really different from yours and you're able to come over for dinner and bond with my parents 		easily. 	You'll find something to connect with my mom about even though you two are so different. 

6. If you could suggest three things I could do to improve my interpersonal skills, what would they be?
	"1. Openmindedness to change. Sometimes change isn't bad, it can benefit you. It's a scary thing but when you 	have such reliable resources to fall back on then you don't need to worry. The relationships you have and make 	give you the stability to handle any situation…sometimes it just your outlook that needs to change.
	2. Don't assume, jump to conclusions. Like I said before, sometimes you worry about the future a 	
	little bit too much than worrying about the present. Try to think of all the options before jumping to conclusions.
	3. Set realistic expectations. Sometimes you expect too much of people or situations. I can't really think of any 	specific examples but just know that not every one thinks like you. Honestly, not everyone is as caring and 		compassionate as you so sometimes when things don't work out the way that you wanted them to, its not because 	there wasn't an attempt, or that no one cares. Maybe people don't know how to show their affection. " 
7. In considering my human relations abilities, is there anything else you would like to add?
	"You're a beautiful person, Rach. That's why I love you. You put yourself aside even though you shouldn't 	always. You put up with a lot, you put up with me and I'm probably the worst. You have the rare capability to get 	along with anyone, to relate with anyone. It's beyond admirable, i think it might be more inspirational."

Interview #2
Person Interviewed: Julie Evans
Interviewed By: Rachel Bolt
Relationship: Co-worker/Friend
Questions:

1. When you think about my general interpersonal skills, what are some adjectives or phrases that come to mind that are good descriptions?
	"How would I describe you? Special, mostly. You're a pleasure to work with. You're organized but not over-baring. You don't complain. Maybe a better way to say that is, you don't really think about yourself. You make sure that everyone is where they need to be at before you put any focus on yourself. You manage but don't micromanage. You're fun and outgoing with a determination that anyone can see. You're a good friend and person...I feel like I can rely on you and confide in you. "

2. What do you consider to be my greatest strengths in this regard? 	"You are so very even-keeled."
	Why do you consider this to be my greatest strength?
	"It's a personality trait that not many people in this business have. After working with you for so long I've realized 
	how much you influence the flow in order to make the morning rush smooth. If things are getting hectic you try to 
	pull the reins and slow it back down to a steady pace. I love working with you because even though it gets crazy I 	know that you won't freak out about it. You see things that other people don't see…allows you to adjust the 	
	balance."
	How does my 'even-keeledness' affect you?
	"I know that when I walk into a morning rush and I'm working with you that it's going to be and easy day. Now, 		don't get me wrong..when I say 'easy', I don't mean laid back. I just know the day is going to be organized, 		productive and honesty most days it's a lot of fun. When things are moving consistently everyone, including the 	customers are in good moods."

3. What do you consider to be my greatest weaknesses or areas for improvement?	
	"Well, I've kind of noticed that sometimes it's hard for you to correct a coworker when they are doing something 	wrong. With people who you've trained or new employees you don't have an issue with this as much…but when it 	comes to the veterans that we work with it's not so easy. Sometimes you hesitate and pass up a good coaching 	opportunity…it makes it only harder to talk to them later about their mistake."
	I've never thought about that before, but you're right. Is there any way you think I could fix this?
	"I know that everybody is different but try to point it out in the moment. For example, Joey. Joey the other day 	when she was making that Decaf Frappuccino..put the shots in the blender rather than in the cup. If you're afraid 	of approaching her right then and there maybe print out the recipe card and post it somewhere. Hand it to her 		and make it more of a general statement than pointing a finger. Joey is very sensitive so maybe broadly 		addressing the problem would have fixed it. Point is, it all depends on how you approach the situation, not that 	you do this poorly, but coaching specifically. Try to think about the best way to coach someone rather than just 	passing up the opportunity. "

4. Specific Behavioral Competencies (on a scale of 1 to 10 – 10 being highest):
	Ability to listen and convey empathy.  
	Rating: __9___  
	Comments: "You are always trying to understand where we are coming from. When someone is sick you try to 	accommodate them. If someone is just in a bad mood for the day you try your hardest to cheer them up."
	
	Demonstrates compassion, consideration and caring for others. 
	 Rating: __9___  
	Comments: "This kind of goes with what I just answered, doesn't it? You're great at showing compassion when 	people are down." 
	Ability to understand and communicate effectively with people who see the world differently.  
	Rating: ___9__  
	Comments: "We talk to so many people in the mornings, it's hard for the average person to even understand 		that. You are able to adjust yourself to connect with each one of thee people…no matter what type of person they 
	are."

	Building trust and credibility.  
	Rating: __10___ 
	Comments:  "Ten. Ten. Ten. From what I can see, especially at work. It's obvious you make an extra effort to 
	make sure our customers can trust and rely on you.  Just the other day, Dave, you know, grande americano, was 
	talking about how much smoother the mornings are when you are working. Our people see that you're there in the 
	morning and know they can depend on you to have things flow smoothly."


	Skill at cultivating relationships.  
	Rating: __9___  
	Comments:  "You are ridiculous at remembering names. I always feel so awkward asking someone's name but 	overhearing you all the time has persuaded me to start asking too. It's just one of those things you do to help 		build relationships with our customers. It makes the interaction so much more personal and I've found the better 	we get to know our customers the happier they are with us." 
	Demonstrating an awareness of own style and how it affects others, and makes adjustments as 	necessary.  
	Rating: __9___  
	Comments: "You try to do things to standard because you lead by example." 
	Developing and maintaining positive relationships with others.  
	Rating: __10___  	
	Comments: "I think you're the one person at this job that I don't hear people talk bad about. It sounds terrible to 	say out loud but we work in a very close space so small things get on people nerves. I know you know. Anyway, 	most people get caught up in the drama and you do your best to stay out of it." 

	Demonstrates flexibility and adaptability.  
	Rating: __9___  
	Comments: "You're able to feel the moment..able to anticipate what's next. If someone is unhappy you figure 	out how to solve it."

	Works to build others' value with positive impact to all.  
	Rating: __9___  
	Comments: "You are always telling us that there is constant development where we work. In order to help us all 	you work on making sure we are doing things the right way. You also admit to when you make a mistake and make 	sure other people are breaking bad habits." 
	Self-knowledge and self-awareness.  
	Rating: __9___  
	Comments: "There are plenty of mornings when we have questions we don't know the answer to and we have no 	one to ask. You are always looking up stuff on the portal in back to make sure you're not just assuming. About 		your self-awareness… I think that when someone confronts you with an issue about yourself you maintain your 	composure and listen to them." 
	Ability to keep an open mind regarding controversial issues.  
	Rating: __9___  
	Comments: "I can say that this is mostly applied to unhappy customers. When there is a situation that a 
	customer is pissed, you always try to have them walk away happy. Yes, it's impossible to succeed all the time but 
	even when the customer is wrong and you can't say so you swallow your pride and make them happy." 
	Ability to separate emotions from facts in conflict situations.  
	 Rating: __9___  
	Comments: "This goes with the above, you don't get upset when you disagree with what the customer is saying…	you just solve and move the heck on."

	Resolving differences between people using persuasion, diplomacy and logic. 
	 Rating: __9___ 
	Comments:  "You are the best at communicating with us baristas. You write notes all over the place and 	
	encourage us to do the same. I've heard you say, 'you're only as strong as your weakest link' many times. I think 
	it's true…you try to keep us all informed. The last time I debated you it was about what type of milk we use in 	
	smoothies and we ended up looking up the recipe cards. I like the way you do that, you don't just tell us what is 	right. You show us where to find that information and tell us why it's right.  
	Effectively handles conflict, preserving good relations.  
	Rating: __8___ 
	Comments: "Like what I said before…you make the customer happy even when you're technically right. That 		keeps your relationships with the customers good."

5. Have you observed any specific instances in which I have effectively adapted my behaviors in order to relate more effectively with others who have different personalities, cultural backgrounds, perspectives or beliefs?  Please elaborate.  	"You are very good at doing this. With all the different types of people we see in the morning, it doesn't matter their background…you will try to get to know them as well as possible. There is always a new mom or dad that asks you to start baby sitting their kids. Somehow you are able to break the barrier of just a servant at Starbucks and allow personal connections with these customers. I think because you wear your heart on your sleeve your able to have these new relationships. People who open up are going to get opened up to."

6. If you could suggest three things I could do to improve my interpersonal skills, what would they be?
	1. Coaching, as we talked about. Coaching in the moment. That's what Billie (our boss) has told me to do and I'm also trying to work on it. If we catch the action at the time we are more likely to fix it. 
	2. Trusting your coworkers. I know you trust us…but I mean trust our capability. Trust what we can accomplish. Sometimes you put too much stress on yourself to get things done when we could help you more. Another thing, when we're alone on the floor, realize that we can handle it. You don't have to poke your head around the corner every five minutes! 
	3. Relax. Sometimes you get so uptight about some things you can't control. Stupid things, like when people don't cut the tabs off boxes. I don't think this has to do directly with interpersonal skills but it will lower your stress level and thats got to have an affect somehow! 
7. In considering my human relations abilities, is there anything else you would like to add?
	"I don't think so, thanks for interviewing me!"









  
